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Abstract— Here we are fabricating the agriculture three in 

one machine is a new innovative model which is mainly 

used to water spraying, weeding and the seed sowing. The 

operation of solar powered pumps is more economical due 

to the lower operation and maintenance costs. Sprayers are 

mechanical device that are specifically designed to spray 

liquids quickly and easily. They come in an number of 

different varieties. Solar pumps are useful where grid 

electricity is unavailable and alternative sources(in 

particular as compared to the petrol sprayer). The Farmer 

can do the spraying operation by himself without engaging 

labour, thus increasing spraying efficiency. Our main aim of 

this concept is to reduce the man power and also avoid time 

consumption and to utilize solar energy. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In our project all the components are placed on the base 

frame. There are four wheels to move this machine. The 

spraying nozzle is coupled with the motor to spray for 

moving the nozzle. Then the water is pumped from the 

water tank to the sprayer nozzle. The weeder is fixed in 

front of the machine and it is rotating with the help of the 

motor. The hopper and the motor setup is used for sowing 

the seeds. Seed sprayer set up consists of four pipes around 

the main in right angle to each other. The seed sprayer is 

used for spraying the seeds over the land. All motors are 

taken the energy from the storage battery. The battery is 

charged by the sun light by using the solar panel which is 

attached in this vehicle. After all the motors are switched 

ON, then the vehicle can be moved manually over the 

agricultural field. When the vehicle is started to move, at 

first the weeder will plough the field and the water is 

sprayed over it. Then seed is sprayed after that to the plowed 

field. This process will be continuously done. Then vehicle 

can be moved wherever we want to move in the agricultural 

field. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW: 

The present period is walking towards the fast development 

of all parts including the    agricultural segment. To satisfy 

the future nourishment needs, the ranchers have to 

implement the new systems which won't influence the dirt 

surface however will increase the general yield generation. 

The point of This undertaking is creation of Solar Powered 

Soil Digging Machine which shows capacity of penetrating 

in soil. The different system utilized in India for Soil 

Digging are manual, bull and tractor administrator, or motor 

worked soil burrowing machine [1] 

The seed planting machines need tractors as main 

player and the separation between seed can't change (steady 

pitch) according to prerequisite. Too tractors are not 

emanation free. Consequently, a mechanized sun oriented 

fueled seed planting machine with variable pitch was 

structured and built. As indicated by ISAE, it is discovered 

that tomahawks what's more, scoops are the principle ranch 

apparatuses utilized by the ranchers for farming activity.[2] 

The seed planting machine is the fundamental gear of the 

farming field. It is utilized for seed planting and ranch. 

Populace expanding quickly step by step, in this way, it is 

important to satisfy the nourishment needs subsequently it 

must be created seed planting machine. Conventional 

technique devours more force just as time with less 

proficiency.  

This machine requires less labor just as in general 

expense. So it is critical to grow progressively effective 

strategies. Use of Non-ordinary vitality is the main another 

alternative to satisfy requests.[3] 

Farming Sector is the foundation of Indian 

Economy. There is a requirement for development in 

horticulture segment, which can be accomplished by 

utilizing progressed mechanical techniques for cultivating 

forms like burrowing, planting and water system and so on. 

Motorization diminishes work cost and improves the general 

efficiency without influencing the nature of soil. This paper 

speaks to a machine which can complete different 

cultivating exercises at the same time. Air and Noise 

Pollution are brought about by the ignition of petroleum 

products in IC Engines and External Combustion Engines. 

To refute these issues, this machine utilizes Solar Energy as 

an eco-accommodating vitality asset. Sun oriented Panel is 

utilized to change over sun based vitality into electrical 

vitality and a DC Motor believers this electrical vitality into 

mechanical vitality to pivot a shaper for burrowing 

activity.[4] 

These days there is an extraordinary requirement 

for "preservation of vitality ". Nonstop utilization of 

customary vitality assets will have high danger of ascending 

in cost and vitality exhaustion. This paper centers around 

environmentally friendly power vitality use for horticultural 

and local reason. The customary vitality sources utilizes 

non-sustainable power source assets and they are as 

knapsack which is helpful for the rural purposes. This made 

us to consider planning a multipurpose item that is 

fundamentally trolley based sunlight based fueled spryer 

which includes a base mediation of labor and works with the 

no contamination for horticultural pesticide showering and 

washing of vehicles. Our plan predominantly wipes out the 

back mounting of sprayer arrangement which causes back 

agony, utilization of fossil force which is non-sustainable 

and perilous and broad utilization of labor. Along these lines 

we demonstrated to be increasingly productive when 

contrasted with ordinary sprayer.[5] 

So as to meet the nourishment prerequisites of the 

developing populace and fast industrialization, 

modernization of horti culture is certain. Automation 
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empowers the protection of contributions through exactness 

in metering guaranteeing better conveyance, decreasing 

amount required for better reaction and anticipation of 

misfortunes or wastage of sources of info applied. 

Automation lessens unit cost of creation through higher 

efficiency and info protection. Ranchers are utilizing similar 

strategies and hardware for the ages. In our nation 

cultivation is finished by conventional way, other than there 

is huge improvement of modern and administration part 

when contrasted with that of horticulture.[6] 

The present period is walking towards the fast 

development of all divisions including the agrarian area. To 

fulfill the future nourishment needs, the ranchers need to 

execute the new systems which won't influence the dirt 

surface yet will increment the general yield creation. The 

point of this venture is to plan and build up a sunlight based 

worked seed planting machine. The seed sewing machine is 

a key segment of horticultural field. The different procedure 

utilized in India for seed planting and compost arrangement 

are manual, bull and tractor administrator. The manual and 

bull administrator procedure are time expending and 

profitability is low. Tractor is running on non-renewable 

energy source which discharges carbon dioxide and other 

contamination consistently.[7] 

Fast development of different cutting-edge 

instruments and hardware's makes our employments done 

agreeable and complex. The task targets creating a grass 

cutting machine framework which makes the grass shaper 

based engine going through sun oriented vitality. Strategic 

maneuvers an incredible job any place man lives and works. 

The expectation for everyday comforts and success of a 

country changes straightforwardly with the expansion in the 

utilization of intensity. The power prerequisite of the world 

is expanding at a disturbing rate because of modern 

development, expanded and broad utilization of electrical 

devices. The best elective source is sun oriented vitality.[8] 

Showering of farming synthetic substances (herbicides, 

pesticides and so forth.) is a significant field movement to 

shield crops from various creepy crawly, vermin and 

maladies. Expectedly, backpack sprayers are most generally 

utilized in agrarian harvests. As of late, the hand worked 

backpack sprayer has been moved up to power worked 

sprayer by expansion of diesel worked siphons. In this 

investigation, a sun powered PV based sprayer was planned 

and created. The created sunlight based PV sprayer works 

both on direct mode and backhanded mode. In the 

immediate mode, the sprayer was worked by utilizing power 

produced by 100 Wp polycrystalline PV modules mounted 

on the sprayer and in the aberrant mode it was worked on 

battery mode utilizing put away electric vitality in a 

profound cycle battery (12 V, 32 Ah). In the two modes, a 

DC engine siphon of 60 W was utilized to produce the 

required working strain to splash the fluid pesticide plans.[9] 

Another Solar-Mobile-Spray-Machine (SMSM) is 

researched. The common electric vehicle is utilized as 

strolling system and sun based cell segments are introduced 

on it. The quantity of aggregator battery and sun based 

photovoltaic modules (SPM) are determined with the 

structuring of exchanging circuit. The system can give 

power progressively to each driving gadget then it can 

oversee the charging and releasing for gatherer battery 

successfully. The recorded information shows that the 

gadget can give 17% vitality to the splash machine during 

an entire day working time. The gadget makes a sensible 

utilization of sun powered and has the qualities of 

straightforward structure, one of a kind structure and 

dependable activity. The gadget has the adaptability 

trademark since it can be utilized in crop splashing as well 

as in ranch sanitization and office agriculture in bug 

spray.[10] 

Sunlight based vitality is one of the cleanest 

wellsprings of elective vitality. Because of high vitality 

request in one hand and ecological negative effect of non-

renewable energy sources, then again, numerous nations 

consider the elective vitality sources as a reasonable and 

attainable alternative in industry and local utilization. It was 

found that the various utilizations of sunlight-based vitality 

in businesses are being acknowledged more than ever. 

Thepresent investigation is a condition of workmanship on 

the various new and achievable advances of sun based 

vitality applications in the farming segments. It examines 

about the significance of sun based vitality as natural clean 

advances and the most dependable vitality source. This 

examination covers extraordinary kinds of sunlight based 

vitality frameworks like as sun oriented photovoltaic and 

sun oriented warm for siphoning water, drying crops, 

cooling the stockpiles and delivering warming/cooling 

nurseries. It has been demonstrated that photovoltaic 

frameworks or potentially sunlight based warm framework 

would be the reasonable alternatives in rural application and 

particularly for the removed country zone.[11] 

In this day and age there is a gigantic populace due 

to this there is a requirement for huge size of generation of 

farming items. Agribusiness is the foundation of India. In 

India there is shortage of works in farming. Step by step 

work compensation are expanding and similarly request of 

farming items are additionally expanding and the present 

world need huge size of generation of agribusiness items 

due to colossal populace. This undertaking plans to structure 

and creation of little scale sugarcane collecting machine for 

sugarcane collecting. The fundamental goal is to lessen 

rancher's exertion and to build creation of farming items. 

The machine comprises of Solar board, Battery, Electric 

engine, Cutter and various systems. At the point when 

contrast with manual collecting by utilizing this machine has 

an ability to cut the sugar sticks in quicker rate and it is 

efficient. The plan and business assembling of little scale 

mechanical sugarcane gatherers have occurred right off the 

bat in Hawaii, Australia, Southern USA and Japan where the 

sugarcane generation is completely automated from almost 4 

decades. Huge explores of mechanical stick reaping have 

likewise done in Barbados, Brazil, Trinidad, Cuba, India and 

a few different nations. As of now, organizations have a 

place with nations, for example, Cuba, UK, Germany and 

China creates kinds of sugarcane gatherers that speak to 

variable degrees of innovation.[12] 

Pesticide application alludes to the viable manner 

by which pesticides, (counting herbicides, fungicides, bug 

sprays, or nematode control specialists) are conveyed to 

their organic targets (for example bother life form, crop or 

other plant). Open worry about the utilization of pesticides 

has featured the need to make this procedure as productive 
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as would be prudent, all together to limit their discharge into 

the earth and human introduction One of the more normal 

types of pesticide application, particularly in traditional 

horticulture, is the utilization of mechanical sprayers. Water 

driven sprayers comprises of a tank, a siphon, a spear (for 

single spouts) or blast, and a spout (or various spouts). 

Sprayers convert a pesticide plan, frequently containing a 

blend of water (or another fluid compound transporter, such 

as manure) and substance, into beads, which can be 

enormous downpour type drops or modest nearly 

imperceptible particles. This change is cultivated by 

constraining the shower blend through a splash spout under 

tension. The size of beads can be adjusted through the 

utilization of various spout sizes, or by modifying the 

weight under which it is constrained, or a blend of both. 

Enormous beads have the upside of being less powerless to 

shower float, however require more water per unit of land 

secured. Because of friction based electricity, little beads 

can amplify contact with an objective creature, yet still wind 

conditions are required.[13] 

Nowadays there is an extraordinary requirement for 

"protection of vitality ". Ceaseless utilization of 

conventional vitality assets will have high danger of 

ascending in cost and vitality consumption. This paper 

centers around environmentally friendly power vitality 

usage for rural and household reason. The customary vitality 

sources utilizes non-sustainable power source assets and 

they are as knapsack which is helpful for the rural purposes. 

This made us to consider structuring a multipurpose item 

that is fundamentally trolley based sun based fueled spryer 

which includes a base mediation of labor and works with the 

no contamination for agrarian pesticide showering and 

washing of vehicles. Our plan for the most part dispenses 

with the back mounting of sprayer arrangement which 

causes back agony, utilization of fossil force which is non-

inexhaustible and dangerous and broad utilization of labor. 

Along these lines we end up being progressively proficient 

when contrasted with ordinary sprayer[14] 

As indicated by ISAE, it is discovered that 

tomahawks and scoops are the fundamental ranch 

instruments utilized by the ranchers for agrarian activity. 

These apparatuses are traditional and no improvement in 

horticultural practice is received. Consequently, it is 

important to build up a framework which brings about 

decrease and is easy to understand to rural network in India. 

Directly the seed planting machines need tractors as main 

player and the separation between seed can't shift (steady 

pitch) according to prerequisite. Additionally tractors are not 

emanation free. Thus, a computerized sunlight based fueled 

seed planting machine with variable pitch was planned and 

built. Watchwords: - Atmega 2560, Rotary encoders, Solar 

board, Servo Hopper, DC engines. 

III. MATERIAL USED 

The materials are chosen dependent on their application. 

The materials utilized are sprayer, cutting machine, seed 

sowing machine and weeder. 

A. Sprayer: 

It consist of solar plate, batter, on off switch, DC pump fluid 

caring pipe or tube, nozzle, fluid containing tank, one 12V 

DC motor, power transmitting wire. 

B. Cutting Machine:  

It consist of motor, cutting blades, switch, solar plate 

battery, adjusting stand. The cutting machine is attached to 

the motor, when the supply is given to the motor, motor start 

running due to which the cutting machine starts. The grass is 

tapped in the cutting blades because of this the grass is being 

cut. 

C. Seed Sowing Machine: 

A seed drill is a device that sows the seeds for crops by 

positioning them in the soil and burying them to a specific 

depth. This ensures that seeds will be distributed evenly. 

The seed drill sows the seeds at the proper seeding rate and 

depth, ensuring that the seeds are covered by soil. 

D. Weeder Machine: 

For operation, the working depth of the tool and handle 

height is adjusted and the wheel hoe is operated by repeated 

push- pull action which allows soil working components to 

penetrate into the soil and cut/uproot the weeds in between 

the crop rows. With this action, the weeds also get buried in 

the soil. 

E. Advantages: 

− pollution free 

− cost effective 

− easy in operation 

− multiple Operations can be performed at a time. 

− portable 

− less maintenance cost 

− high efficiency 

− construction is easy 

− no need of skilled operator 

− smooth working 

− controlling of operation is easy. 
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IV. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

The main problem we observed was that the cost of 

equipments like spraying machine, weeder and seed sowing. 

Also the availability of such machine in single unit. Also the 

conventional equipments used, required the fuel for their 

working this increase the maintenance of equipment. Also, 

the cutting the grass in the form field requires number of 

labours which is quite difficult now a days, also the charge 

to be pay or increasing day by day which cannot be 

affordable for the poor farmer. And also the work is not 

done in time. The cost of tractor machine is very high. This 

tractor machine is out of beget of poor farmer. The cutting 

machine price is also very high and cutting of grass in form 

field has to be done continuously this requires lot of labors 

means more increase in the cost while doing the farming. 

The spraying machine is most important now a days due to 

which the price is increasing, also it is operated with the 

help of electricity of diesel machine. The maintenance 

equipment is very costly of all this instruments. The 

breakdown of single part will cost too much to the farmer. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this way we conclude that, the different operation can be 

performed at a time without polluting the environment and 

by using the non-conventional power source with high 

efficiency. 
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